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Smash your rivals out of the way and take down your competition on an epic journey across the
globe. Your character has the advantages of a hybrid. Like a human, you can move up and down the
track with ease. Like a car, you have the ability to rapidly accelerate. On top of that you have many

weapons to help you through the battlefield, including missiles, mines and even a deployable
explosive. GRID Legends features many different game modes. Please refer to the screenshots and

video demonstrations for more information. - EXPLORATION- Explore the track. Create shortcuts.
Fight with your friends and complete special objectives. Collect bonus points. Make the best time. All
across the track! - RIVALRIES- Race against real world opponents and each other to take down your
competition and have bragging rights. Get ready for the ultimate showdown! - IMMERSIVE- 5 unique
environments to master. Conquer the game mode and get the most out of them. You can also set up
your own custom racing experience by playing against the AI and sharing your speed times with your
friends. - BRAND NEW- Show off your speed with the new rewind feature, create new shortcuts and

let your friends show off their skills on your personal stage. Show that you can be victorious no
matter what the track. - REPLAYABLE- Record and share your unique races. Record and share special

moments like never before. - SINGLE PLAYER- Race against the AI or a friend in one-on-one
multiplayer. Get a taste of what it’s like to race with your friends and family. - OTHER- Many features

and modes will be included in future updates. Please refer to the roadmap for more information. -
GRAPHICS- Use the spectator view to get a sense of how far behind you are. Turn on the replay to
take a peek at the race and the great tricks your rival tried. Remember your best race times in the
history page to compare with future races. Go for a record on the global leaderboard and replay a

race later. - CUSTOMIZATION- Create and share content on your single player races. Customize your
appearance and practice your skills. - OTHER- Support for Screens Screens, 3rd party software, 3rd

party music and hardware configurations. - VR SUPPORT- VR support will be coming at a future point.
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Features Key:
Play as Matthew, a boy in a world of unordinary things...

Fight in unique and sometimes horrifying environments, using a unique fourth person perspective.
And who doesn't love the 80's soundtracks and references.

Side Scrolling RPG Action

Explore a fantasy world brimming with magic, gore and adventure as you face old friends, new enemies and
other unexpected challenges. It’s simple. You go there. You deal with what’s there. 

“Fully-featured” RPG

The RPG element is a perfect fit for pixel-style games. Pixel Heroes: Byte & Magic subtly injects RPG
mechanics (classes, abilities and leveling) to flesh out Matthew’s quests and adventures. 

Dangerous, unpredictable dangers will threaten you at every step

The multiplayer (up to four players) multiplayer mode includes network support for LAN, Wi-Fi or Internet
connection. However, multiplayer mode is all about the risk you put your character into – avoid potential
traps if you don’t want to get trapped yourself! Are you a man or a mouse when you log into multiplayer?
Are you a mouse or a man? 

Pixel art art

Enjoy this RPG-shooter, where the additional amount of pixels really pays off. 

A re-invention of the classic arcade games

Pixel Heroes: Byte & Magic is an arcade-style multiplayer game, bringing a nostalgic or - depending on your
age - a futuristic environment to the world of Pixel-heroes. All generations will have fun together with this
game. 

Pixel Heroes: Byte & Magic Soundtrack

For fans of 80’s pop music from the classic arcade-games era, Pixel Heroes: Byte & Magic features a
soundtrack to please. Enjoy the small game feeling to the 80’s retro, highly-cinematic and straight-to-your-
heart soundtrack to enjoy along with this addictive pixel art game.
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